Optimization of magnetization transfer measurements: statistical analysis by stochastic simulation. Application to creatine kinase kinetics.
A systematic study was performed to optimize the accuracy of kinetic parameters derived from magnetization transfer measurements. Three techniques were investigated: time-dependent saturation transfer (TDST), saturation recovery (SRS), and inversion recovery (IRS). In the last two methods, one of the resonances undergoing exchange is saturated throughout the experiment. The three techniques were compared with respect to the accuracy of the kinetic parameters derived from experiments performed in a given, fixed, amount of time. Stochastic simulation of magnetization transfer experiments was performed to optimize experimental design. General formulas for the relative accuracies of the unidirectional rate constant (k) were derived for each of the three experimental methods. It was calculated that for k values between 0.1 and 1.0 s-1, T1 values between 1 and 10 s, and relaxation delays appropriate for the creatine kinase reaction, the SRS method yields more accurate values of k than does the IRS method. The TDST method is more accurate than the SRS method for reactions where T1 is long and k is large, within the range of k and T1 values examined. Experimental verification of the method was carried out on a solution in which the forward (PCr----ATP) rate constant (kf) of the creatine kinase reaction was measured.